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7. Differential rectification          2 hours 
 
Aim: 
The need for differential rectification 
 
Theory: 
Indirect rectification 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7.1. Principles of differential rectification 

7.1.1. Mathematical principle 
The main idea of differential transformation is based on the transformation of slit of the source 

image into the slit into orthoimage. The parameters that define this transformation are relative 

positions of centers or two slits (small rectangular areas with very large ratio between length and 

height), the angle orientation and change in scale. All this parameters can be obtained by the 

coordinates of the center of the slit, and coordinates of middle points of opposite short sides. The 

calculation of these parameters is based on transformation of quadrilateral grid between two 

images [Kraus K., 1993]. The transformation of every cell of such grid (and arbitrary point inside 

it) is described by bilinear transformation 
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7.1.2. Instrumental realization 
The instrumental realization of this transformation could take several forms. More often used is 

optical transfer with digital image control. The plane of the image is separated into vertical 

strips. The width of the strips depends of the height diversity of the terrain. The criteria of such 

choice is the limit of height difference inside the slit. The set of profiles usually vertical is 

produced. The nearest points on the adjacent profiles are used to create rectangular grid. For this 

grid the x, h coordinates in input image are calculated. All this data are recorded. 

During the rectification a very narrow slit of length S, corresponding to the step between profiles 

is moved in y-direction over the xy-plane of the orthophhoto. During this continuous movement 

the corresponding line element from ξ, η plane is projected onto xy-plane. 

The line element is transformed by: 

1. Two translations of its center ( ' ; )C C→

2. Rotation through angle α; 
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3. Change of scale  ( ' )S S→

 
           Original photograph                    Orthophoto (transformed image) 

Figure 7.1. Transformation of line element 

The following computation are made in real time during the process of scanning 

1. Determination the coordinate of center of the center of each line element ξc, ηc 

2. Rotation angle arctan ηα
ξ

∆
=

∆
 

3. Scale factor k - 
2 2'S

S S
k ξ η∆ + ∆

= =  

After one raster grid quadrilateral is transformed, the next in the same vertical strip is transformed 

too. After finishing one strip the next neighbor strip is transformed in the same way. 

This principle is adopted in Wild Avioplan OR1 of Leica Heerbrugg and Orthocomp Z2 of Zeiss 

Oberkochen. 

 

7.1.3. Technical realization of differential transformation principle 
The functioning of the instrument Avioplan OR1 is described. Its schematic diagram is shown 

bellow. 
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Figure 7.2. Digital control of transformation 

The kernel of the system is control computer. Input data for real time processing are coordinates 

of vertical profiles in photo plane. These data are the ends x, h of line elements in the photograph. 

Computer calculates necessary elements for transformation of the strip (translation x, h, rotation 

angle a, and scale factor). These calculations are made in synchronisation of drum rotation that 

corresponds to the movement in y –direction. The increment of motion in y-direction is 10µm. 

The transformation data are calculated at every step of rotation. The numerical values control: 

1. shift of the photograph in two directions 
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2. the angle of the Dove prism; 

3. The scale factor to operate the zoom lens. 

Only the light from small area of the photograph through slit mask passes to the film over the 

surface of drum and exposure of line elements one after another. 

7.1.4. Technical data of differential rectifiers 
Avioplan OR1.  

Slit parameters are: length from 3mm to 16mm in step of 1mm. The width of the slits is 0.1mm 

for monochromatic film and 0.3mm for colour. 

Angle of rotation α=±94 gon. 

Range of zoom lens 0.26 to 15. 

Maximum speed of orthophoto film 30mm/s. 

Maximum orthophoto format 90cm x 75cm. 

 

Figure 7.3. Wild Avioplan OR1 

The principle of operation of Zeiss Orthocomp Z2 is the same but it uses more powerful 

computer that allows more of the computation to be performed in the process computer not in the 

external computer like it is in Wild system. 

 

7.2. Differential rectification of different types of distorted images 

7.2.1. The deformation due to the terrain height 
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Figure 7.4. Deformation due to the terrain heights 

The calculations over vertical profiles allow estimating the deformations introduced in digital 

image by height differences and by projective deformation of image. 

   

7.2.2. The rectification of tilted photographs 
Differential rectification has an advantage in respect to perspective transformation, when it is 

used for large angles of tilt more than ±15gon.  

For such images the transformation procedure is as follow [Kraus K., 1993]. The interpolation 

grid in the plane XY of transformed image is defined. The perspective grid in xh-plane can be 

computed from colinearity equations by setting Z=0 and if parameters of orientation are known. 
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The could be determined as a result of special resection with known control points, by stereopair 

processing or after block adjustment. 

The accuracy of differential transformation is the same as if perspective rectification is applied. 

Some interpolation error can be estimated because of the different method for determination of 

centers of grid sides by bilinear interpolation and perspective transformation. 

The example of such application is transformation of tilted at about 39gon plane image, that can 

not be transformed by perspective rectification [Kraus, K., 1993]. 

 

Figure 7.5. Differential rectification of tilted plane 

Differential transformation suggests elegant solution in the case of combination between affine 

and perspective transformation. The task is to produce orthogonal projection of tilted object over 

the horizontal XY-plane from tilted photograph (central perspective projection). 

The steps of computations are: 

1. Definition of square grid in XY-plane 

2. Projected of coordinate grid over the tilted plane (calculation XYZ-coordinates of the grid 

nodes. 

3. Central projection of the object point with their 3D coordinates by colinearity equation into the 

photograph. 
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                                     (7.2) 

Geometrical presentation of described sequence is shown on the next figure 
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Figure 7.6. Differential transformation for simultaneous affine and perspective rectification 

The error in final orthophoto produced by final size of slit can be estimated. (see Appendix 7.1). 

The results show that for transformation of plane objects slits with large size S is possible to be 

used. 

7.2.3. Rectification of curved objects 
For surfaces with arbitrary position it is possible to produce differential rectification when the 3D 

information over the square grid of the object is created. 

Methods for data capture 

Terrain data could be obtained by interpolation of irregular grid of survey data. 

Another source of terrain data are contour lines of topographic maps. 

Photogrammetric instruments that can be used are analogue instruments with equipment for 

registration of coordinates. The collection of data over irregular grid is performed usually when 

the model is not absolutely oriented. 

For analytical systems the collection of data over the profiles in comparator coordinate system 

lead to irregular grid that must be interpolated. 
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When data are collected in urban area or forestry area it is not convenient to produce regular grid. 

The better solution is measuring of single points in local areas of good stereoscopic visibility. 

Analytical plotters give best possibilities for collection of data. When they are used it is possible 

to create regular grid directly in object coordinate space. During this measurement it is possible to 

collect directly the coordinates in image plane, as during measurement the instrument is 

positioned just over the image point. 

7.3. Accuracy of differential transformation 
Except the error that are due to the theory of errors and are connected with imperfectness of 

results the main problem in differential orthophoto are small objects with different heights. They 

could not be measured by the basic principles of method, which lies on the terrain interpolation 

inside the grid cells. Another problems are hidden areas that cannot be made artificially. 

The errors of the terrain objects are due to the displacement of such protruding objects. The errors 

is obtained by the relation: 

' ' tanR Z R
c c
ρ ρ α∆ = ∆ − ∆                                                                                       (7.3) 

The first term represent projection on the flat plane. The second term takes into account the slope 

of the terrain. The minus sign corresponding of the rising terrain behind the object but the sigh is 

changed to plus when the terrain is falling. These considerations are presented graphically in the 

next figure. 
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Figure 7.7. Radial image displacement of height objects 

Some additional modifications of the relation are given in the appendix 7.2. 

Except the influence of image displacements several different errors must be taken into account 

1. Instrumental errors and errors of the photograph 

2. Errors of cantering the photograph 

3. Interpolation errors in the differential rectifier 

4. Errors of height measurement 

5. Errors from the approximation of continuous ground surface 
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6. Errors in the interpolation of the Z-coordinates of the XY-grid 

The largest errors therefore lie at the edges of the orthophoto, that requires checking the 

comparison of neighbouring orthophotos side by side along their common boundaries. 

Planimetric errors of differentially rectified orthophoto are shown on the next figure 

 

Figure 7.8. Planimetric errors 

7.4. Producing of orthophoto and orthophoto maps 

7.4.1. Orthophoto format 
Maximal format depends on the size of the film drum. Photography enlargement depends on 

photographic resolution of final orthophoto – 12.5 lin/mm and normal resolution of photographic 

film about 50lin/mm. This ratio gives the enlargement of about 4x. From photo size 23x23 cm we 

obtain possible size of 70x70cm. Practically sizes of 50x50 cm or 65x65 cm are used. 

7.4.2. Orthophoto maps 
Cartographic enhancement includes introducing the border lines, map grid and lettering for the 

names of larger settlements and most important topographic details. 

Map grid can be exposed directly or can be scribed. More common is the production one ore 

more extra foils for each orthophoto. They contain sheet borders, lettering, map grid and possibly 

contour lines. 
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7.5. Digital Orthophoto 

7.5.1.Principle of digital orthophoto production 
The essential feature of production of digital orthophotos lies in the transformation of the image 

matrix in the camera coordinate system into an image matrix in the XY-plane of the ground 

coordinate system. 

The process of creation of digital orthophoto is based on the digital geometric transformation. 

The main difference lies in the used coordinate systems for this production. 

Generation of digital orthophoto passes the following steps: 

1. Definition of pixel matrix in the coordinate system of orthophoto map. Usually it is in some 

defined projection. For cases of close range photogrammetry the object coordinate system is 

used. 

2. Calculation of the plane coordinates in orthogonal coordinate system of object. The inverse 

functions for map projection are used. 
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 ,                                                                                                        (7.4) 

where ϕ and λ are spherical coordinates. 

The inverse functions are used in analytical or numerical form 
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Next step is transformation from polar to rectangular coordinates by usage of Geodesy formulas. 

More often Geocentric coordinate system is applied. 

3. Calculation of heights of the point from the used terrain model. 

( , )ZZ X Y= ϕ                                                                                                           (7.6) 
The main problem here is the method of definition of model – regular or irregular and the 

coordinate system. It is necessary to make transformation from the terrain model coordinate 

system to the coordinate system of local object coordinate system. 

4. Application of projective relation between terrain coordinates and photo images. The 

colinearity equations are used here. At this step it is possible to take into account distortion 

parameters of the camera and influence of refraction. All they produce radial terms in the 

coordinate equations. 

For refraction the following formula can be used. 
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∆ .                                                                                                   (7.7) 
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where coefficient of refraction K has different forms. According to Harris W.D., 
Tewinkel S.C., Whitten C.A. it is possible to use the expression: 

2
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                                    (7.8) 

The graphical presentation is shown on the next figure 
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Figure 7.9. Transformation from map projection to photo image 

5. Transformation between image coordinates and pixel coordinates of pixel image by usage the 

fiducial marks coordinates. The obtained coordinates are not integer numbers. 

6. The interpolation procedure between adjacent pixel grey values is used. The selection is made 

among different methods. Most often used are: 

• nearest neighbour; 

• plane approximation; 

• bilinear approximation; 

• bi-polynomial approximation (usually of order two); 

• cut form of two dimensional function sinx/x for different sizes of discrete matrix 

The advantages of digitally produced orthophotos compared with those produced 

photographically are: 
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• The geometric accuracy is basically higher since a very small step of image raster 

used for approximation of ground surface (one or several pixels in digital image) 

• Image content can be modified quite simply by contrast and colour manipulation  

• An elegant matching of densities at edges of neighbouring images in the image 

mosaic can be achieved 

• Further improvement such edge enhancement can be introduced 

• The digital orthophoto can be stored as a level of information in a GIS 

• Digital orthophotos can be analysed by the methods of multispectral classification, 

image segmentation, pattern recognition. 

Terrain model coordinates usage 

Break lines 

7.3.2. Taking into account building influence 
Formulation of the problem 

For artificial objects like buildings points from the roof and terrain points have the same 

projection over the terrain from camera projection centre. Such terrain point lies in “dead area”. 

Solving of this problem requires the exact terrain model with break lines and model of the 

buildings with break lines too. Different approaches are used for algorithmic solving the problem. 

 

Figure 7.11. Model of the terrain and the building 

Most often one of the following three methods is used. 

Direct method of transformation 

Direct method is based on calculation of the terrain coordinates of every pixel in the image. The 

matrix of 2D coordinates is result of calculations. After that is possible to determine the visibility 
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of points depending on the distance between adjacent points. This method is simple for 

realization but has several disadvantages: 

- Large memory requirements and computational efforts; 

- Dead zones are detected after complicated procedure and analysis; 

- In the interpolation is possible to include points that belong to different surfaces. 

This method requires analysis of adjacent areas. 

Indirect method 

In this method the rays from terrain to the image are reconstructed. If some ray intersects terrain 

model and objects on it more then once, than point lies in the “dead area” and is invisible. The 

utilisation of this method requires very precise model of the terrain and the buildings. 

Index matrix method 

 

 

Figure 7.7. Application of index matrix 

Initial step is producing of separate models of buildings and terrain. The essence of the process is 

filling of index matrix with size of the original image. There are used three codes in index matrix: 

0 – terrain points; 

1 – top cover faces (roofs); 

2 – points on the walls. 

Stages of index matrix generation: 

1. Zero initialising 

2. Transforming of roofs and walls. 

3.Overlap in index matrix with points on roofs and walls – visibility analyses. 
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4. Generation of orthophoto of roofs 

5. Removing the pixels with codes 1 and 2 

6.Generation of orthophoto of terrain points 

7. Combining two orthophoto with raster algebra methods 

Method is easy for realization. It works well in cases of distributed buildings. There are problems 

with shadows. 

Modification of method with indirect transformation for roof othophoto. 

1.Scalr multiplication of terrain normal and projecting ray. 

2.Intersection of polygons of roof covers for determination of visible roofs 

3.Generation of orthophoto by triangle cells. 

4.disagretion of large roofs into flat cells. 

This method requires less memory but is complicated algorithmically 

7.3.3. Generation of mosaic 
Adjacent orthophotos are merged together. The cutting line between images is found. 

The grey level interpolation is made in the merging strip. The cumulative histogram is used for 

equalization of grey levels in the strip of merging. 

 

Appendixes  

Appendix 7.1. 

For estimation the slit size is used error in position in the center of the raster ∆X, ∆Y, depending 

on the flight height h and tilt angle α of plane [Kraus k. 1993] 
2

tan
4
Sd
h

α∆ =                                                                                                          (7.9) 

where height h is in the orthophoto scale 0

0

Hh
m

=  

Solving the above formula we can calculate minimal step if interpolation grid 
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≤                                                                                                            (7.10) 

For scale 1:10000, ∆ = , H0.1d mm m0=5000m, c=15cm, α=40gon - the required  16.5S m≤

 

Appendix 7.2. 
The relation for error from displacement is 
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' ' tanR Z R
c c
ρ ρ α∆ = ∆ − ∆                                                                                     (7.11) 

The value of slope must be introduced as positive value when the ground slopes down towards 

the nadir point N and as a negative value when the ground slopes down away from the nadir 

point. The presentation of above equation is 

' tanc
ZR

ρ α
∆

∆ =
+

                                                                                                      (7.12) 

The slope angle is for direction of radius vector from nadir point. As angle is defined for 

maximum slope α the direction angle between the direction of slope and the direction of radius 

vector is introduced too. 

' tan .cosc
ZR

ρ α β
∆

∆ =
+

                                                                                           (7.13) 

where α > 0 for inward slopes; 

          α < 0 for outward slopes 

Appendix 7.3 
Errors of height measurement in digitising 

Based on the relation 

' tan .cosc
ZR

ρ α β
∆

∆ =
+

                                                                                           (7.14) 

Transforming increments to small differences we obtain 

0

' tan .cos

dZ
m

cdr
ρ α β

=
+

                                                                                             (7.15) 

The error dZ is three times error for digitising contour lines, error for dynamic digitising I 

profiles, static digitising in a grid. 

 

Appendix 7.4. 
Pointwise data capture and interpolation of Z-coordinates 

The maximum error will occur where the greatest curvature occurs in the ground. To estimate the 

error is necessary to know the detail of at least one profile in the roughest area of the ground. 

After digitising the maximum height error can be estimated from following figure [Kraus K., 

1993]. 
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Figure 7.9. Height error dz 

The error is estimated from the ratio between height of crown and chord / cost α∆  
2

28 .cos
tdp

r α
∆

=                                                                                                       (7.16) 

Finally for dz we obtain relation 
2
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